PEOPLE ARE KIND &
HOPE IS CONTAGIOUS!
Kev died in 2009 aged 48 - his mum died in 1969 aged 27 - their deaths were 40 years apart yet the medics could
offer Kev no better a chance of survival in 2009 than they could his mum in 1969. We wanted change so we set
about trying to find 100k signatures on a Government epetition. Just look how much kindness we found along the
way...............

Coronation Street/Julie Hesmondhalgh - Coronation Street ran a
pancreatic cancer storyline & Julie Hesmondalgh got in touch to
say she wanted to help with our epetition! We were a tad excited!

Petition hits 100k! - Lots of us worked hard for one year solid but with only 3
weeks left we still needed to find 52k signatures. With perseverance in
bucketloads & with lots of kind celebrity support, we hit 100k with 3 days spare.
What a relief - this mattered so much - we needed a Debate!

Debate Day - We got our Debate - lots of us descended on Westminster for a
3 hour Debate led by Nic Dakin MP. This did so much to put pancreatic
cancer in the spotlight - and Julie Hesmondhalgh came too!

Lorraine Kelly - because of Julie Hesmondhalgh's generous
support of the campaign, the national media were interested
and Lorraine Kelly kindly invited us on to talk more about
pancreatic cancer!
Jonathan Harvey - The fabulous Jonathan Harvey supported us throughout the
petition but he took his support one step further when he included pancreatic
cancer in the storyline of his brilliant novel 'The Secrets We Keep' - a 'novel' way
of helping us spread our awareness!

#HopeIsContagious is our latest campaign - a badge campaign
aimed at raising awareness of the symptoms of pancreatic cancer
- early diagnosis is key

We are so grateful to Stuart Hogg, Julie Hesmondhalgh & Chris Chittell for joining
us in wearing the #HopeIsContagious badge to raise more awareness
you can learn more & get involved at www.hopeiscontagious.co.uk

Be Symptom Aware
in case you or a loved one
are one of the unfortunate 9,000 people
diagnosed with Pancreatic Cancer this year
We've lost our loved ones
but we want to see others survive
Early diagnosis is key
www.hopeiscontagious.co.uk

#HopeIsContagious

